
My trip to Krasnodar



Sculpture "Aurora".
In the highest point of the city of Krasnodar 
there is a majestic building of the best Kuban
 movie theater, and the embodiment of the
 goddess of a morning dawn, a statue
 of "Aurora" be near. The general height 
of the sculpture made of the forged aluminum
 is 14 meters, and together with a pedestal
 the general height of 
a monument – 16.8 meters



Monument to the Kuban Cossacks
On April 7, 2005 on one of the 

pochitayemykhprazdnik
 of the Orthodox Annunciation
 church in the capital
 Kubanisostoyalos really 
historical event
 – a ceremonial opening
 of a monument
 to the Kuban Cossacks.



Monument to A.S. Pushkin

1999 passed under the sign of bicentennial 
anniversary of the great Russian poet
 Alexander Sergeyevich Pushkin.
Kuban, as well as whole country solemnly 
celebrated anniversary of the poet. 
On all edge there were concerts,
 the dramatized statements, 
and the culmination of festivals became
 opening of a monument to Alexander Sergeyevich
 in the center of the Kuban capital.



Monument to the victims of fascist 
terror

Monument to 13 thousand to residents of Krasnodar to the 
victims of fascist terror. Is in Pervomaisk the city park. 
Only half a year fascist occupation of Krasnodar lasted, 

but these days were present 
hell for residents. 
Exactly there are Nazis 
for the first time applied new
 type of a massovogoistrebleniye 
people – "dushegubk".
In total in the capital of Kuban 
chasteners destroyed more than thirteen thousand civilians.



Pamyati Geroyev Square
Pamyati Geroyev Square. A memorial complex to 
the Kuban residents who died in fight for the 
Homeland. From Shaumyan Street the wall on 
which it is written was stretched: "They trusted in 
bright future of the people. And the life alienate 
him in fight for happiness". "They are absent … 
but they are with us always. They won on this 
right to be eternal near live".



Monument to A.V. Suvorov
Is in Mariinsky Square opposite to 

the highest military college of 
S.M. Shtemenko. The name of 
this outstanding Russian 
commander is known to 
everyone without exception to 
the resident of our country. His 
life became a legend to which it 
is difficult to add something. It 
reached top in military science, 
diplomacy, construction, 
education of new generations of 
defenders of the Homeland, and 
the most important - he was the 
real Citizen of Russia who 
directed all the efforts and huge 
talent for the benefit of the 
people.



I very strongly liked Krasnodar, 
and I want to go once again 
there. Also I advise to go to you 
there
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